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About This Game

Highway Junkie is a racing game about crazy driving on open highway.

Rules:
For 5 minutes drive as far as you can. Every meter gives you +1 point. End result multiplied by experience factor, that depends

on difficulty level.
The damage is deducted from the total count. The race ends if you break the car or run out of time. Get as many points as

possible!

There are 4 different types of physics\difficulty level:

1) Arcade
Do you remember the "racing" on tetris? That's it, but only with better graphics.

2) Semi-Arcade
Car is under control, however, you should keep your eyes on road.

3) Semi-Realistic
You should have some kind of experience, concentration and accuracy. But, in general, the steering system will not allow you to

make a mistake.

4) Realistic
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Only for experienced racers. It is recommended to use analog steering (mouse or steering wheel).
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Title: Highway Junkie
Genre: Racing, Early Access
Developer:
DEtH_MoroZ
Publisher:
DEtH_MoroZ
Release Date: 20 Jun, 2018

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7

Processor: 1 core cpu

Memory: 1 GB RAM

Graphics: Radeon 9600

DirectX: Version 9.0

Storage: 400 MB available space

English,Russian
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Played this when it was NEW! loved it then still love it now. A must have for the old school pc gamer.. ho has this game

. It works fine on Linux via CodeWeavers crossover, that is a plus.
The page with the promotion for the 2 free keys also worked for me.
Thanks SakuraGames, I got 2 games I did not have. :-)
The quality of Tricolour Lovestory and Chapter Zero DLC is good,
considering the price on sale is practically a gift.. i bought the game on steam and oculus i have my main game on steam but it
lags so much that i cant play anymore and oculus works fine does anyone know how to fix it. Ebony Spire: Heresy is a fun
dungeon crawl that I can definitely recommend. It has all the essential elements (you, a dungeon, some monsters), and so far I've
found it to be entertaining. I haven't played long yet, just through a few times getting myself killed by these smarter-than-
expected monsters. That said, I expect to play a great deal more of it!

. This is honestly one of the best games I have ever played. Not only is it extraordinarily well made, looking absolutely
immaculate, it also provides you with a great challenge.
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I want to like this game - but I cannot.

The idea is brilliant, but it is a mere port of the mobile version, with no effort in taking advantage of greater PC capabilities.
Certainly not justifiable of a \u00a37 price tag - should be \u00a31.49 like it's mobile Ctrl+C.

At first glance, gameplay may seem in-depth, but it is not - merely tracking an object, using a tool, waiting until a resource is
critical, resolve said resource, repeat.. A surprisingly good little trading sim, you could say it aims low and hits its mark. Not a
lot of replay value here but fun if you can get it for under $15 or so.. DragoDino is a fun and cute rogue-lite platformer. I
enjoyed playing through the game and unlocking what content the game has to offer. I also greatly appreciate the split screen
cooperative play and Linux support. While this game feels rather difficult at first, it starts to feel too easy (especially for the
rogue-lite genre) as you get more experienced. I would purchase a sequel to this title if it had some improvements. Most notably,
some things I think would greatly enhance this game include: a. More powerups, b. More levels (ie. harder levels), c. More
bosses, d. More comprehensive unlock system, e. An easier difficulty "casual" to play with friends who are not veterans of the
rogue-lite genre.. The game is really fun and it really feels like a Serious Sam game, even though it's a top - down twin stick
shooter. The gameplay is fast paced, fluid and responsive - exactly how you would expect it to be from a team that comes from
the Croteam incubator.. Useless game, you only farm and grind and it's sooo empty...
. This DLC is everything right with everything. I can't begin to tell anyone how awesome this DLC is. The story is awesome, the
characters are awesome, the setting is awesome, and out of all the DLCs, this one is the only one to work with your internal
morality. There is one decision that is so morally gray that you'll have a tough time making the choice. Most of the time when
morality is put into question in a video game, you have a obvious good option and a obvious bad one. In this DLC, there is just
some amazing use of questioning whats right. I wish that the funds that went into the other DLCs were instead used to make this
one BIGGER and even BETTER! Pick it up THE FIRST CHANCE YOU GET!!!

I give it:
99999999999999\/10 parrots with top hats.. The dinosaurs aren't realistic, they do too much damage, and it's too easy to be
killed. Plus, there's no way to crouch, and everything takes too long to load. Not cool.. Good game.
The gameplay is good and funny. The graphic is unfortunately bad but ok. You can do achievements.
And you can get trading cards.. Very interesting Lovercraftian horror game
+ Beautiful graphics of the open world
+ Nice soundtrack
+ Original Story: Starts a little bit slowly, but the horror atmosphere intensifies throughout the game
+ Reasonable price

- Jumping has a notable delay

Considering the fact, that this game was developed by single person it has a score 9/10 for me.
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